**Northeast Fisheries Observer (NEFOP) Program**

**GEAR/TRIP TYPE** | **TRIP TARGET SPECIES** | **DATE LANDED** | **COMMON SPECIES NAME** | **SCIENTIFIC NAME** | **DISPOSITION**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 16-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 14-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 14-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 14-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 14-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 15-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | SKATE, WINTER | 15-Jun-10 | SEAL, GRAY | HALICHOERUS GRYpus | DEAD, CONDITION UNKNOWN
Bottom Longline | GROUNDFISH, NK | 9-Jun-10 | SHEARWATER, GREATER | PUFFINUS GRAVIS | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | GROUNDFISH, NK | 28-Jun-10 | SHEARWATER, GREATER | PUFFINUS GRAVIS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 11-Jun-10 | WHALE, PILOT, NK | GLOBICEPHALA SP | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 11-Jun-10 | WHALE, PILOT, NK | GLOBICEPHALA SP | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 11-Jun-10 | WHALE, PILOT, NK | GLOBICEPHALA SP | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 11-Jun-10 | WHALE, PILOT, NK | GLOBICEPHALA SP | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 11-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, COMMON | DELPHINUS DELPHIS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | HADDOCK | 20-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, COMMON | DELPHINUS DELPHIS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Ruhle | HADDOCK | 20-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, COMMON | DELPHINUS DELPHIS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Ruhle | HADDOCK | 20-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, COMMON | DELPHINUS DELPHIS | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | POLLOCK | 14-Jun-10 | SHEARWATER, GREATER | PUFFINUS GRAVIS | DEAD FRESH
Anchored Sink Gillnet | POLLOCK | 14-Jun-10 | PORPOISE, HARBOR | PHOCOENA PHOCOENA | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 14-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 14-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 14-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 13-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 13-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 13-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Bottom Otter Trawl, Fish | SQUID, SHORT-FIN | 13-Jun-10 | DOLPHIN, RISSOS | GRAMPUSS GRISEUS | DEAD FRESH
Herring Purse Seine | HERRING, ATLANTIC | 22-Jun-10 | SHEARWATER, GREATER | PUFFINUS GRAVIS | ALIVE, SEE COMMENTS
Herring Purse Seine | HERRING, ATLANTIC | 22-Jun-10 | GULL, HERRING | LARUS ARGENTATUS | DEAD FRESH
Midwater Paired Otter Trawl | HERRING, ATLANTIC | 13-Jun-10 | SHEARWATER, GREATER | PUFFINUS GRAVIS | ALIVE, SEE COMMENTS

100% of the incidental takes for June 2010 are represented in this summary.